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The neurobiology of primate vocal communication
Asif A Ghazanfar1,2,3 and Steven J Eliades4
Recent investigations of non-human primate communication
revealed vocal behaviors far more complex than previously
appreciated. Understanding the neural basis of these
communicative behaviors is important as it has the potential to
reveal the basic underpinnings of the still more complex human
speech. The latest work revealed vocalization-sensitive regions
both within and beyond the traditional boundaries of the central
auditory system. The importance and mechanisms of multisensory face–voice integration in vocal communication are also
increasingly apparent. Finally, studies on the mechanisms of
vocal production demonstrated auditory–motor interactions that
may allow for self-monitoring and vocal control. We review the
current work in these areas of primate communication research.
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group size grows, the complexity of vocal expressions
grows as well [2,3]. Despite many years of behavioral
research focused on primate vocal communication, its
neurobiology remains ill understood and under-studied.
Historically, non-human primate vocal communication
has been thought of as mainly under subcortical control,
and these subcortical mechanisms have been worked out
in some detail [4,5] (for review, see [6]). Due to an
increasing interest in the set of problems related to the
evolution and neurobiology of primate communication,
recent work has begun to identify some possible neural
mechanisms at the level of the cerebral cortex. We review
some research efforts examining cortical encoding of
primate vocalizations, the multisensory integration of
vocal sounds and their associated facial expressions,
and self-monitoring during vocal production. We primarily focus on neural mechanisms related to vocal perception in primates, how these might contribute to vocal
production and how they might relate to human speech
(though we acknowledge that primate vocalizations may
have homologies to other human vocal sounds, as well;
see, for example [7]). Vocal perception seems to show
greater cross-species homologies than the less well understood, and woefully under-studied, process of mammalian
vocal production.
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Introduction
Primates typically live in large groups and maintain
cohesion in their groups with moment-to-moment social
interactions and using the specialized signaling that such
interactions require [1]. In a dynamic social environment,
it is essential that primates are well equipped for detecting, learning and discriminating communication signals.
Primates need to be able to produce signals accurately
(both in terms of signal structure and context) and they
need to be able to respond to these signals adaptively.
Many of the signals that primates exchange take the form
of vocalizations [1]. Indeed, in anthropoid primates, as
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Vocalization-sensitivity and voice-sensitivity
in the neocortex
Figure 1 shows the regional divisions of the primate
auditory cortex, located in the lower bank of the lateral
sulcus (also known as the ‘superior temporal plane’);
there are certainly other auditory cortical regions both
medial and lateral to these regions, but they are not well
characterized. We have known for quite some time that
neurons in the various regions of superior temporal
plane, including the primary auditory cortex (A1), are
sensitive to conspecific vocalizations [8–10]. Neuroimaging studies in both humans and monkeys suggest that
there is caudal to rostral gradient of vocalization-selectivity (or speech, in the case of humans) within the
temporal lobe [11,12]. In neurophysiological investigations of this gradient, single neuron responses to
vocalizations and other salient sounds in the macaque
monkey auditory cortex are more selective in rostral
regions of the superior temporal plane (the ‘rostrotemporal polar area’, RTp) than in more caudal regions like
the primary auditory cortex (A1) [13]. This caudal to
rostral gradient is reflected not only in differential firing
rate profiles across the stimulus set but also by longer
neural response latencies. The longer latencies suggest
that there may be a serial, feed-forward pathway related
to increasing vocalization-selectivity.
www.sciencedirect.com
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Lateral view of the macaque monkey brain. Embedded within the lateral sulcus, on the lower bank, is the superior temporal plane. This region is
magnified and the arrangement of auditory cortical areas are labeled: A1, primary auditory cortex; AL, anterolateral; CM, caudomedial; CL,
caudolateral; ML, middle lateral; R, rostral; RM, rostromedial; RT, rostrotemporal; RTL, lateral rostrotemporal; RTM, medial rostrotemporal; RTp,
rostrotemporal pole.

Avoiding some of the limitations of sparse and biased
sampling that typifies the single electrode, single neuron
approach, a recent study used high density microelectrocorticographic arrays and measured the selectivity of
auditory evoked potentials across a number of rhesus
macaque auditory cortical fields simultaneously [14]. A
statistical classifier measured differential patterns of
neuronal population activity in response to monkey vocalizations and synthetic control sounds that were based on
either the spectral or temporal features of the monkey
calls. While the information about these classes of sounds
was equivalent in the caudal regions, more rostral cortical
regions classified real vocalizations better than their synthetic counterparts. Interestingly, breaking down the
evoked responses into band-passed local field potentials
(LFPs) revealed that the theta frequency band in this
rostral region carried the most information about vocalizations. This is consistent with the idea that the structure
of monkey vocalizations (like the structure of speech)
may exploit neural activity in the theta band [15,16].
Vocalizations also carry voice-content (or ‘indexical cues’)
related to the identity and physical characteristics of the
speaker [17,18] and this rostral region of the superior
temporal plane has a sector containing neurons that seems
particularly sensitive to voices (Figure 1). A functional
imaging study using macaques compared auditory
www.sciencedirect.com

responses to their own species-specific calls with control
sounds that had the same spectral profile and duration,
other animal vocalizations and natural sounds [19]. Macaques, it seems, do have a voice area that is especially
sensitive to conspecific vocalizations in the same manner
as the human voice region [20] (though the anatomical
location is different [21]). It may be that this voice area is
one that is sensitive to the formant structure embedded in
vocalizations. Formants are the acoustic products of
sound filtering caused by the shape and length of the
vocal tract (the oral and nasal cavities above the larynx)
[22,23]. Because an individual’s vocal tract is uniquely
shaped and has a length dependent upon body size [24],
formants are acoustic cues to both individual identity and
other physical characteristics [25–27]. This idea was
indirectly confirmed by data showing that the BOLD
response of the voice area, in essence, habituates to
different calls (e.g. a grunt and a coo call) from the same
individual (and thus similar formant signatures), but does
not habituate when two calls of the same category (a coo
and a coo) but from different individuals (and thus,
different formant signatures) are presented [19].
The neurophysiological responses within this sector support the notion that it is region specialized for voice
processing [28]. FMRI-guided placement of electrodes
within this sector revealed ‘voice cells’ with selectivity on
Current Opinion in Neurobiology 2014, 28:128–135
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par with those of face cells elsewhere in the temporal
lobe. These neurons responded more strongly to monkey
vocalizations than to other animal vocalizations or other
environmental sounds. It is unclear how sensory processing of this vocalization-sensitive and voice-sensitive
rostral region of auditory cortex relates to or differs from
processes in the prefrontal cortex that are presumed to
relate to higher order signal processing functions.
Neurons in the ventrolateral prefrontal cortex are also
very selective to vocalizations [29,30], but not to any
greater or lesser to degree than neurons in some auditory
cortical regions. Presumably, prefrontal cortical neurons
also encode voice content, though this remains to be
tested.
Though we have learned quite a bit in the last decade
about the neurophysiological processing of primate vocalizations, a significant limitation of these studies is that
they do not require the monkeys to perform a sophisticated behavioral task, one that could relate neural activity
to behavioral performance and meaningful perception of
the communication sounds. Although macaques are
notoriously difficult to train on some auditory tasks, to
do so is not impossible. Indeed, it has been shown that
prefrontal cortical activity is related to behavioral choices
in an auditory oddball task using speech stimuli [31].

Integration of faces and voices
While facial and vocal expressions are typically treated
separately in most studies, in fact, they are often inextricably linked: a vocal expression cannot be produced
without concomitant movements of the face. Given that
vocalizations are physically linked to different facial
expressions, it is perhaps not surprising that many
primates recognize the correspondence between the
visual and auditory components of vocal signals [25,32–
36]. Moreover, a recent vocal detection study of macaque
monkeys revealed that, like humans, monkeys exhibited
greater accuracy and faster reaction times to audiovisual
vocalizations than to unisensory events [37].
How the brain mediates the behavioral benefits from
integrating signals from different modalities is the subject
of intense debate and investigation [38]. For face/voice
integration, traditional models emphasize the role of
association areas embedded in the temporal, frontal
and parietal lobes [39]. Although these regions certainly
play important roles, numerous recent studies demonstrate that they are not the sole regions for multisensory
convergence [40]. The auditory cortex, in particular, has
many potential sources of visual input, and an increasing
number of studies, in both humans and nonhuman
primates, demonstrate that dynamic faces influence auditory cortical activity [41].
However, the relationship between multisensory behavioral performance and neural activity in auditory cortex
Current Opinion in Neurobiology 2014, 28:128–135

remains unknown. This is for two reasons. First, methodologies typically used to study auditory cortex in
humans are unable to resolve neural activity at the level
of action potentials. Second, until recently, all face/voice
neurophysiological studies in monkeys — regardless of
the brain areas explored — have not required monkeys to
perform a multisensory task. This is true not only for
auditory cortical studies [42–45,46], but for studies of
association areas as well [47–49]. All of these physiological
studies demonstrated that neural activity in response to
faces combined with voices is integrative, exhibiting both
enhanced and suppressed changes in response magnitude
when multisensory conditions are compared to unisensory
ones. It is presumed that such firing rate changes mediate
behavioral benefits of multisensory signals, but there is
the possibility that integrative neural responses —
particularly in the auditory cortex — are epiphenomenal.
To bridge this gap in our knowledge, a recent study
combined an audiovisual vocal detection task with auditory cortical physiology in macaque monkeys [50].
Monkeys were trained to detect visual, auditory and
audiovisual presentations of vocalizations in a freeresponse task in which there are no explicit trial markers
(Figure 2a). The task approximates natural face-to-face
communication, where the timing of vocalizations is not
entirely predictable and in which varying levels of noise
degrade the acoustic components of vocalizations but the
face and its motion are perceived clearly. This is typical of
macaque monkey social interactions. When detecting
voices alone, the signal-to-noise ratio systematically influences the monkeys’ behavioral performance (Figure 2b),
and these same systematic effects are observed in the
latency of spiking activity in the lateral belt of auditory
cortex (Figure 2c). The addition of a dynamic face leads
faster reaction times and better accuracy and to audiovisual neural responses that were faster than auditoryonly responses. That is, dynamic faces reduce the latency
of auditory cortical spiking activity. Surprisingly, dynamic
faces did not systematically change firing rate magnitude
or variability (Figure 2c). These data suggest a novel
latency facilitation role for visual influences on auditory
cortex during audiovisual vocal detection. Facial motion
speeds up the spiking responses of auditory cortex while
leaving firing rate magnitudes largely unchanged [50].
How different auditory cortical areas relate to different
task requirements is largely a mystery. Thus, while facial
motion may speed up lateral belt neurons in a vocal
detection task, it is not clear how such neurons may
respond under different task conditions. There is evidence to suggest that the neurophysiology of face/voice
integration is not only different between primary and
lateral belt auditory cortical regions [43], but also between
auditory cortical regions and the superior temporal sulcus
(STS) and prefrontal cortex [46,47,49], and even within
the different neural frequency bands of a single area [49].
www.sciencedirect.com
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Figure 2
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Dynamic faces speed up vocal detection and auditory cortical responses. (a) Task structure for monkeys. An avatar face was always on the screen.
Visual, auditory and audiovisual stimuli were randomly presented with an inter stimulus interval of 1–3 s drawn from a uniform distribution. Responses
within a 2 s window after stimulus onset were considered to be hits. Responses in the inter-stimulus interval are considered to be false alarms and led
to timeouts. (b) Average RTs for the three different SNRs for the unisensory and multisensory conditions. Error bars denote standard error of mean
across sessions. X-axes in denote SNR; Y-axis denotes RT in ms. (c) Peri-stimulus time histograms (PSTH) of a neuron in auditory cortex responding
to AV, auditory and visual-only components of coo 1 at the highest SNR. X-axes depict time in ms. Y-axes the firing rate in spikes/s. Solid line is
auditory-onset. Dashed line is visual onset. Blue shading denotes time period when only visual input was present. Green and red numbers indicate
neuronal response latency; D = difference between response latencies.
Adapted with permission from [50].

By comparing it to the upper bank of the STS, a recent
multisensory study of the macaque ‘voice’ area (see
above) revealed just how the differential sensitivity of
one region over another may influence patterns of face/
voice integration [46]. There were many more bimodal
neurons in the STS than in the voice area, as expected
www.sciencedirect.com

given that the STS is convergence zone of sensory inputs
from different modalities. Other differences were unexpected. Though the STS is considered a higher-order
association area, neurons in this region were not as sensitive to voice identity, vocalization type, caller species or
familiarity as neurons in the voice region. Conversely,
Current Opinion in Neurobiology 2014, 28:128–135
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Successful vocal communication also depends on subjects
ensuring the accuracy and fidelity of their communication
signals. Because vocalizations project both to the
intended recipient as well as back to the individual
producing them, such vocal feedback can be monitored
by the producer and used to adjust acoustic structure
according to context. Our knowledge of this feedbackdependent vocal control is well-established in humans
[51], but non-human primate vocalization have traditionally been thought of as less dependent upon feedback or
self-monitoring [52]. Recent evidence obligates us to
reconsider this assumption.
Primates exhibit a robust increase in vocal intensity in the
presence of masking noise [53,54], a fundamental auditory-vocal behavior known as the Lombard effect [55].
New World primates have also been shown to adjust the
timing of their vocalizations to avoid interference from
noise [54,56,57], or even terminate ongoing vocal production in the presence of overwhelming masking [58].
More recently, marmoset monkeys were observed to take
turns vocally in a manner very similar to human conversations (albeit on a different timescale) [59]. These vocal
exchanges (like human social interactions) exhibit
coupled oscillator dynamics. Whether or not there is
on-line control of other parameters of vocalization, such
as the frequency spectrum, is not yet known. Other
evidence demonstrates that, while nonhuman primates
do not seem to learn their vocalizations, they do seem
capable of adjusting their vocal acoustics to match social
peers [60,61]. While this vocal acoustic flexibility does not
necessarily require the on-line self-monitoring is needed
during feedback vocal control, it does suggest a more
general self-monitoring or awareness of an animal’s own
vocal sounds compared to those around it.
Despite this behavioral evidence for self-monitoring, the
sensory–motor neural mechanisms underlying this process remain unclear. Previous electrophysiological and
lesion studies showed the involvement of the brainstem
in both the vocal motor output pathway [6] as well as in
the encoding of vocal sounds by the ascending auditory
system [62]. Recent investigations have focused on the
role that cortical or cortico-thalamic systems may be
playing in self-monitoring by interfacing between these
two systems. Neural recordings in vocalizing marmoset
monkeys reveale a prominent vocalization-induced suppression of most auditory cortex neurons [63,64]. This
suppression often begins prior to the onset of vocal
production, suggesting a sensory–motor rather than a
purely sensory origin. Despite this suppression, auditory
Current Opinion in Neurobiology 2014, 28:128–135

The theoretical work on motor control applied to understanding human speech self-monitoring and feedback vocal
control [51] may have parallel implications for non-human
primate vocalizations. Under such models, self-monitoring
requires an animal to both know what they actually hear of
their vocalization (i.e. feedback), and also what they
expected to hear. Such predictions are termed efference
copy or corollary discharge signals [67–69], and may be the
origin of vocalization-induced suppression of the auditory
cortex. This mechanism may also facilitate vocal turntaking; that is, being able to distinguish one’s own vocalization from that of another conspecific. For example, the
marmoset monkey vocal turn-taking mentioned above

Figure 3
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The auditory cortex monitors self-produced vocalizations. (a) A
population PSTH shows responses of suppressed neurons in the
auditory cortex during vocalization, and a reduction in suppression
during masking. (b) Suppression was partially restored when marmosets
compensated for masking by increasing their vocal intensity.Adapted
with permission from [66].
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requires self-monitoring [59]. Prefrontal and premotor
cortical areas in primates are connected with temporal lobe
auditory areas [70,71] and are involved in both natural
[72,73] and trained vocal production [74,75]. Such regions
are also implicated in the encoding of vocal sounds during
passive listening, making them another possible site
involved in the audio–motor interface circuit [30].
Additionally, activity in frontal cortex is capable of modulating activity in auditory cortex in mice [76], but whether
or not this frontal–temporal pathway exists in primates and
is responsible for auditory suppression and self-monitoring
remain open questions.
Additionally, multiple sensory cues are generated during
the production of vocalizations [77]. Self-monitoring for
vocal communication is not limited to the auditory
modality — somatosensory-proprioceptive self-monitoring may also be taking place. This pathway likely plays
a greater role in the modification-via-articulation change
in vocal acoustics, and perhaps to a lesser extent in
voicing. While feedback control of human speech has
been found to depend on somatomotor self-monitoring
[78,79], the role of articulation in non-human primates is
less well understood [80]. Macaques, in particular, exhibit
prototypical facial movements associated with specific
types of vocalizations [81]. Both the pre-frontal mirror
neuron system [82] and anterior cingulate cortex [83]
exhibit neural activity that reflects an animal’s current
facial gestures, making them two possible sites for nonauditory vocal self-monitoring. Further work will be
needed to illuminate the role of these pathways in vocalization-associated somatomotor control and in the integration of multiple sensory pathways for feedback vocal
control.
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